Disney
Photo Spot
Checklists & Bingo
Disney Photo Spots

Photo Spots

Magic Kingdom
- Main Street U.S.A
- Town Square | Railway Station Balcony | Uptown Jewelers Courtyard | The Plaza Restaurant
- Tomorrowland
- Tomorrowland Entrance Sign | The Purple Wall | Carousel of Progress Wall
- Fantasyland
- Mad Tea Party | Storybook Circus | King Triton | Prince Charming Carousel and Towers | Cinderella’s Tower | Peter Pan’s Neverland Map Wall | Gaston’s Tavern Fountain | Belle’s Cottage
- Liberty Square
- Haunted Mansion | Haunted Mansion Memory Wall and Pet Graveyard | Mark Twain Riverboat | The Pilloy and Stocks
- Frontierland
- Big Thunder Mountain | Front Porches | Tom Sawyer Island | Spirit Mountain
- Adventureland
- Pirates of the Caribbean | Enchanted Tiki Room | Jungle Cruise | Sunshine Tree Terrace

Epcot
- World Discovery Pavilion | PLAY Pavilion
- World Nature
- Imagination Pavilion | Journey Into Imagination | Moana: Journey of Water
- World Celebration
- Spaceship Earth
- The World Showcase
- Germany: Courtyard | The Wishing Well
- Italy: Gondolas on the Water | The Staircase | Courtyard | US: The Fountain | Regal Eagle Smokehouse BBQ
- Morocco: Beautiful doorways | Courtyard
- Germany: Courtyard | The Magic Teacups
- Japan: Imperial Palace | Pagoda
- Tori of Itukushima Shrine | France: Remy’s Courtyard | Fountains | Postcards near the Bridge | The Bridge to the UK | Wings of the Teal Garden | Courtyard | The Red Phone Booth
- Canada: Victoria Gardens | The Waterfall

Animal Kingdom
- Dinoland US
- Red Gas Pumps | Digs County Billboard | Digs County Milkman | Chester and Hester’s Roadside Dino Attractions | Restaurantsaurus
- Asia
- Discovery River Overlook | Expedition Everest | Prayer Flags
- Africa
- Fichwa Fellow Wall | You Are Most Beautiful Wall | Kilimanjaro Safari | Tusker House Restaurant
- Discovery Island
- Discovery Island Storefronts | Wilderness Explorers
- Pandora
- Floating Mountains | The Gift Shop Area | The Mill

Hollywood Studios
- Hollywood Boulevard
- Muppets Courtyard | Hollywood Studios | Retro Gas Station | Chinese Theater
- Sunset Boulevard
- Tower of Terror | Carthay Circle | Reel Vogue Route 66 Suitcase Stop | Rock’n’Roll Coaster
- Echo Lake
- Hollywood and Vine | Gertie the Dinosaur | Prime Time Cafe | Min and Bill’s Dockside Diner
- Grand Avenue
- Tatooine Wall | Star Tours-At-At Walker
- Muppets Courtyard
- PizzaRizzo Graffiti Wall | It’s A Wonderful Shop Snowman | Mama Melrose’s Momo Lisa Mural and Red and Yellow door
- Toy Story Land
- Woody Statue at the Entrance | Slinky Dog Dash | Luxo Pixar Ball
- Galaxy’s Edge
- Millennium Falcon | Rise of the Resistance Storm Troopers | Doors in various shapes and colors

Magic Kingdom
- The Purple Wall
- Cinderella’s Castle
- Mickey Mouse
- Grass Hub
- Main Street Balloons
- Roy and Minnie Statue
- Castle Gates
- Magic Kingdom Railroad
- The Magic Teacups
- Carrousel
- Wishing Well
- Tangled Restrooms

Scenes
- The Disney Wall
- The Popsicle Stick Wall
- The Block Wall
- The Tatooine Wall
- The moss Wall

Selfie Spots

Magic Kingdom
- The Purple Wall
- Cinderella’s Castle
- Mickey Mouse
- Grass Hub
- Main Street Balloons
- Roy and Minnie Statue
- Castle Gates
- Magic Kingdom Railroad
- The Magic Teacups
- Carrousel
- Wishing Well
- Tangled Restrooms

Animal Kingdom
- The Moss Wall
- Donald in the Toy Story Midway Mania ride

Hollywood Studios
- The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror
- Pixar Ball
- Checkerboard Wall
- Toy Story Block Wall
- Popsicle Wall
- The Chinese Theater | The China Showcase
- Mulan in the China Pavilion
- Snow White in the Germany Pavilion
- Mickey Mouse at World Showcase
- Russell on Discovery Island

Character Selfie Challenge

Magic Kingdom
- Anastasia and Drizella at Cinderella Fountain
- Rapunzel at Princess Fairytale Hall
- Tiana at Princess Fairytale Hall
- Cinderella at Princess Fairytale Hall
- Elena of Avalor at Princess Fairytale Hall
- Belle at Maurice’s Cottage
- Chip ‘n’ Dale at Storybook Circus
- Mickey Mouse at Town Square Theater

Animal Kingdom
- Kevin on Discovery Island
- Russel on Discovery Island

Hollywood Studios
- Mickey Mouse at Red Carpet Dreams
- Olaf at Celebrity Spotlight
- Pluto at Animation Courtyard
- Doc McStuffins at Animation Courtyard

Epcot
- Goofy near EPCOT’s Main Entrance
- Pluto near EPCOT’s Main Entrance
- Alice in the UK Pavilion
- Anna and Elsa at Royal Sommerhaus
- Belle in the France Pavilion
- Donald in the Mexico Pavilion
- Jasmine in the Morocco Pavilion
- Mickey Mouse in the Imagination Pavilion

Imaginara
- Mickey Mouse at World Showcase
- Mulan in the China Pavilion
- Snow White in the Germany Pavilion

Instagram Walls

Magic Kingdom
- The Purple Wall
- The Blue Wall
- The Cinderstripe Wall
- Carousel of Progress Wall

Epcot
- The Bubblegum Wall
- The Blueberry Wall
- The Toothpaste Wall
- The Candy Cane Wall

Hollywood Studios
- The Tatooine Traders Wall
- The Block Wall
- The Popsicle Stick Wall
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